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Who We Are

KBR’s Government Solutions U.S. advances 
the priorities of the U.S. government and 
related commercial entities. As the Team 
Behind the MissionSM, KBR provides a range  
of high-end services and expertise in  
scientific research, systems engineering, 
data analytics, and mission operations 
around the globe. Its in-depth portfolio 
spans defense modernization; military, civil 
and commercial space; intelligence; cyber; 
advanced logistics; and base operations. 
Whether testing the latest military aircraft or 
training astronauts, we equip those on the 
frontline and those exploring a new frontier. 

Our Vision
We strive to create a safer, more secure and 
sustainable world by bringing together the 
best and brightest to deliver technology and 
solutions that help our customers accomplish 
their most critical missions and objectives.

Capabilities

KBR ensures mission success for customers on land, at sea,  
in the air, space and cyberspace.

LAND
KBR’s international footprint and military readiness expertise enables  
mobilization and response within 24 hours to our customers’ combat,  

exercise support, and humanitarian needs. Since World War II, we have 
provided mission-critical life support infrastructure for military troops  

and diplomatic and civilian personnel at installations around the  
world-including those on the frontlines. 

AIR 
KBR’s team of specialists includes scientists, engineers, aircrew, and 

other technical professionals who serve the U.S. Department of Defense 
and Intelligence Community. Our breadth of expertise includes the 

areas of acquisition; systems engineering and integration; artificial in-
telligence and machine learning; C6ISR; research and development; test 

and evaluation; sustainment engineering; and missile defense.

SEA 

For years, KBR has been instrumental in to developing, testing,  
deploying and maintain an assortment of government assets and 

services at sea. Our expertise in maintenance and repairs, spaceflight 
splashdown support, launch tracking and range safety, and real-time 
data analysis showcases our commitment to helping our customers.  
Our team monitors environmental activity around the world, such as  
tsunamis and hurricanes, as well as provides critical shipboard port 

services and in-theater support.

SPACE
 Our advances in science, technology and safety have pushed the 

boundaries of what can be done and where, from the most remote 
places on Earth to the far reaches of space. The services we provide help 

ensure mission success and foster innovation. While some companies 
pride themselves on responding to change, KBR drives it. From helping  

to develop the next-generation spacesuit and managing on orbit  
operations to advancing medical equipment to keep our astronauts 

safe, customers trust KBR. Our Vision

CYBERSPACE 

KBR provides exquisite engineering and agile software  
development, as well as high-end intelligence, cybersecurity,  

missile defense and advanced technology solutions to our customers. 
KBR works with both the intelligence and DoD communities, helping 

them solve their most difficult challenges.
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Government Solutions U.S. At-a-Glance

Our Services

What We Do
 
At KBR, we deliver science, technology and  
engineering solutions to governments and  
companies around the world. Known for  
excelling in complex and extreme environments, 
KBR is trusted to help its customers meet their 
most pressing challenges today and into the  
future. We are delivering solutions that change 
the world. 

The Team Behind the MissionSM

KBR is a tremendous asset supporting its customers from behind the scenes. Whether on land, at sea, in the air, 
space or cyberspace, when it’s mission critical customers call KBR.

Scan the QR code to learn about the full scope 
of KBR’s capabilities
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Government Solutions U.S. At-a-Glance

• Air & Missile Defense
• Artificial Intelligence
• Asset Management
• Big Data Analytics
• Cybersecurity
• Directed Energy
• Engineering Solutions
• Health Technology
• Human Performance & Readiness
• Intel & Data Science
• Launch Operations

• Logistics & Operations
• Mission IT
• Modeling Simulation & Training
• Model Based Systems Engineering
• Public Safety Cloud Services
• Prepositioned Stock
• Science & Medical
• Supply Chain Services
• Spaceflight Services
• Transportation & Infrastructure
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KBR’s Zero Harm culture was founded on the genuine belief that the goal of zero safety incidents is 
achievable, both at work and in our personal lives. That culture has been expanded to include  
KBR’s commitment to Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG). Not only are we committed to  
industry-leading safety standards, but we are also committed to making decisions that count  
toward becoming a more socially and environmentally sustainable company. 
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